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Reading (40-60m) 
Develop vocabulary and forms of speech linked to books 
Link names and sounds to the letters of the alphabet  
Segment and blend sounds in simple words 
Begin to read words 
Fiction books  
Words first, Phase 3 phonics, Guided Reading, Book corner, 
Puppets, Role play 

 

Understanding the world (40-60m) 
P&C- Share my home experiences 
TW- Share thoughts and ask appropriate questions 
T- Complete simple programmes that have been 
modelled  
Examples of technology:  SMART board, Fizz books, 
iPads, remote control cars, beebots 
RE- Pancake day 

Communication, language and literacy (40-60m) 
LA- Maintaining attention for a longer period of time 
U- Understanding humour 
U- Responding to other people’s ideas 
S- Use language to imagine and develop stories 
S- Use talk to clarify my thinking 
Classroom routines, questioning, story time, weekend news, 
Talk for writing, Role play, jokes, nonsense rhymes 

Maths Number (40-60m) 
Continue to work on number value to at least 10 and beyond 
Count objects which cannot be moved including irregular arrangements 
Compare 2 sets of objects using the language ‘more/fewer’ 
Find the total of 2 groups by counting all of them 
Begin to use the vocabulary of adding and subtracting 
Counting rhymes, number of the day, EMU, Numicon, Weekly maths lesson 

Physical Development (40-60m) 
M&H- Gymnastics- jumping, landing and travelling in 
different ways 
M&H- Showing increasing control over objects 
Gymnastics/ Dance, Basic equipment games. 
M&H- Holding a pencil, forming some recognisable letters 
H&S- Healthy eating 
H&S- Developing risk management strategies 

Personal Social and Emotional development (40-60m) 
MR- Resolving conflicts 
SC&SA- Talking about things I am good at 
MF & B- Understanding how my actions affect others. 
MF & B- Beginning to negotiate and solve problems 
Weekly SEAL, Circle times, managing feelings and 
behaviour 

Writing (40-60m)  
Represent some sounds correctly 
Use clearly identifiable letters 
Labels and captions 
Labels for a scene, writing characters names, captions about a picture 
from a story (40-60m) 

Maths Shape, space and measure (40-60m) 
Name and describe 2d shapes 
Length/Height- order 2 or 3 items 
Recreate patterns 
Sequence familiar events developing everyday language for time 
Money- everyday language 
Measuring, role play shops, sequence own day, copy patterns, shape 
pictures 

Expressive Art and Design (40-60m) 
EM&M- Mixing colours 
EM&M- Experiment creating different textures 
EM&M- Use simple tools and techniques to 
shape materials 
BI- Create simple representations of people and 
events  
BI- Play cooperatively as a group to develop and 
act out a narrative 
BI- Particular colours for a purpose 
Painting, drawing, junk modelling, singing and 
dancing 


